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Abstract. This work numerically simulates thermally developing turbulent ow in a

1. Introduction

associated with the macroscopic modeling of turbulent
ow through a partially lled porous pipe are not fully
understood primarily due to lack of proper mathematical treatments of di erent regions and secondly due to
the unspeci ed their interface boundary conditions [2].
Some papers have developed relations for turbulent ow inside porous media. Marcos and de Lemos [3]
presented two di erent methodologies for developing
turbulence models for ow in a porous medium. The
rst one starts with the macroscopic equations using
the Forchheimer-extended Darcy model. The second
method makes use of the Reynolds-averaged equations. These two methodologies lead to distinct set
of equations for the k " model. Antohe and Lage [4]
presented a two-equation turbulence model for incompressible ow within a uid saturated and rigid porous
medium. The derivation consists of time-averaging the
general (macroscopic) transport equations and closing
the model with the classical eddy di usivity concept
and the Kolmogorov-Prandtl relation. The transport
equations for the turbulence kinetic energy (k) and

Partially lled porous
pipe ow;
Darcy-BrinkmanForchheimer model;
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with a single-domain
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partially lled porous pipe. The pipe is made up of a clear uid region and a centering uidsaturated porous medium region. The pipe is subjected to a constant wall temperature.
Darcy-Brinkman-Forchheimer model is used to model the momentum equations in the
porous medium. The e ects of porous thickness and Darcy number on the pressure drop
and heat transfer rate are investigated in the range of 0:2  =R < 1 and 10 6 < Da < 10 4
with the k " turbulent model. It is found that when the thickness of the porous
medium increases, the local Nusselt number along the pipe approaches a constant value
corresponding to its fully developed conditions in a short thermal entrance length. In
addition, when the Darcy number decreases, the uid velocity inside the porous medium
decreases, while the velocity outside the porous region increases at the expense of a
reasonable pressure drop, which depends on the permeability of the porous matrix.
© 2015 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

The employment of di erent types of porous media in
forced convection heat transfer has been extensively
studied due to the wide range of potential engineering
applications, such as heat pipe, electronic cooling,
cross ow ltration, solid matrix heat exchangers and
enhanced recovery of petroleum reservoirs. The numerical simulations of turbulent ow within the porous
region can use either a microscopic or macroscopic
model. The microscopic model provides more detailed
insight into the ow structure, but only with simple geometry of porous media [1]. The macroscopic
turbulent model describes the characteristics of uid
ow within a porous medium by volume-averaged
variables. In addition, some required terms for uidparticle interactions are incorporated in the momentum
equations and turbulent models. The characteristics
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its dissipation rate (") are attained from the general
momentum equations. Macedo et al. [5] studied the
in uence of turbulence e ects on a uid ow through a
(pseudo) porous media by numerically solving the set
of Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with the
k " turbulent model. The objective of this work was
to access the behavior of the generalized friction factor
with varying Reynolds number. Nakayama and Kuwahara [6] investigated the complete set of macroscopic
two-equation turbulence model equations established
for analyzing turbulent ow and heat transfer within
porous media.
There are very few works that solve the turbulent
ow in the partially lled porous pipes. Yang and
Hwang [7] solved numerically turbulent ow in a partial
porous pipe. The porous medium inserted at the
middle of the pipe center. The numerical results show
that the ow eld can be adjusted and the thickness of
boundary layer can be decreased by the inserted porous
medium, so that the heat transfer can be enhanced
in the pipe. The selection of the boundary conditions
used at the interface between porous and clear uid
regions is very important in pipe ows [8-10]. Silva and
de Lemos [11] solved turbulent ow in partially lled
porous channels. They considered a jump condition in
which shear stresses on both sides of the interface are
not with the same value. They also investigated the
e ects of Reynolds number, porosity, permeability and
jump coecient on mean and turbulence elds. Cebeci [12] extended Van Driest's theory which provides
continuous velocity and shear distributions in turbulent
ow near a porous wall with pressure gradient.
Yang and Hwang [13] considered the numerical
predictions on the turbulent ow and heat transfer
characteristics for a rectangular channel with porous
baes which are arranged on the bottom and top of
the channel walls in a periodically staggered way. They
found that relative to the solid-type bae channel,
the porous-type bae channel has a lower friction
factor due to less channel blockage. Kumar et al. [14]
analyzed the fully developed combined free and forced
convective ow in a uid saturated porous medium
channel bounded by two vertical parallel plates, where
the uid ow was modeled using Brinkman equation
model. By perturbation series method, they found that
the presence of porous matrix reduces the velocity and
temperature.
The objective of this study is to investigate the
e ect of a porous medium on the pressure drop and
heat transfer rate of turbulent ow in a pipe with fully
or partially lled porous medium under constant wall
temperature. The k " turbulent model is employed
in an attempt to predict the turbulent shear stresses.
The nite di erence method based on the control
volume approach is used for discretizing the governing
equations with a single-domain technique. The set of

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of turbulent ow with a
porous medium at the center of the pipe.

algebraic discretized coupled equations are solved using
SIMPLE algorithm. The e ects of the porous thickness
and Darcy number on the rate of heat transfer and
pressure drop have been discussed.

2. Problem statement and governing equations
This work considers a turbulent forced convective heat
transfer in a partially lled porous pipe in which the
porous medium is inserted at the core of the pipe,
(Figure 1). A generalized equation known as the
Brinkman-Forchheimer extended Darcy equation inside
the porous medium region is solved numerically with
one-domain approach along with the Navier-Stokes
equations in the clear uid region. In this approach,
a single set of transport equations can be written for
the entire domain comprising the homogeneous porous
material and clear uid regions with the interface
between them as follows:
Mass equation:
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u and v are the average velocity components of the uid
over a volume element of uid in r- and z -direction,
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respectively.  is the porosity of the porous material
de ned as ratio of the void to the total volume. K is an
empirical constant, called permeability of the medium
(in general, a second order tensor), and is usually
taken to be constant. The coecient  is the e ective
viscosity of the porous medium and is not, in general,
the uid viscosity. However, many authors, including
Brinkman himself, Antohe and Lage [4] used the same
uid viscosity for , although Givler and Altobelli [15]
suggested the e ective viscosity can deviate substantially from the uid viscosity. t denotes turbulent
viscosity and f is de ned as a binary constant. If f = 1
and K ! 1, Eqs. (2) and (3) changes to the NavierStokes equations and are applicable for the clear uid
region. If f = 0, K = nite and 0 <  < 1, in
this case, Eqs. (2) and (3) reduces to the BrinkmanForchheimer extended Darcy equations and are suitable
for the porous region.
Turbulent ow in a porous medium is a controversial issue. With very small permeability and uid
velocity, the ow is often dominated by the laminar
ow regime. But, with high-speed ow through a
highly permeable medium, the ow can lead to a
turbulent ow therein. In modeling of energy equation,
it is assumed that the local thermal equilibrium exists
between solid and uid phase in the porous region
as Kaviany [16] adopted. The work of Mohamad
and Karim [17] reveals that the thermal equilibrium
assumption is valid as far as there is no heat released
in the porous region. Moreover, a few tests with
two energy equations by Mohamad [18] indicate that
the results are not sensitive to the non-equilibrium
conditions for Nu(= hv D2 =k) of 100. For Nu = 10
the di erence is less than 1%.
Therefore, the energy equation of the partially
lled porous pipe including the clear uid region as
well as the porous region will be given as:
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If f = 1, the energy equation is applicable for the
clear uid region and its turbulent thermal di usivity
is de ned as t = t = Prt in which Prt is the turbulent
Prandtl number. As f = 0, the energy equation is used
for the porous region with = [kf + (1 )ks ]=f cf .
k is thermal conductivity and subscripts f and s refer
to the uid and solid phases, respectively.

3. Tubulence modeling
For turbulence modeling, the k " model is adopted as
follows:
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and the turbulent eddy viscosity can be determined by:
K2
:
(7)
"
where G is called the production term and is derived
from:
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Eqs. (5), (6) and (7) contain ve adjustable constant
k , " , C1" , C2" and C .

4. Boundary conditions
The required boundary conditions for the above governing equations, i.e. in the clear uid region as well
as in the porous region are speci ed as follows:
u(0; r) = uin ;

v(0; r) = 0;

3
K (0; r) = (0:05uref )2 ;
2
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3
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v(z; 0) = 0;
u(z; R) = 0;

(9d)
v(z; R) = 0;

T (z; R) = Tw :

4.1. Near-wall boundary condition

(9e)

To obtain an accurate solution for the turbulent ow,
many grid points are required to be taken inside the
linear sub-layer, so that the grid spacing being so ne
as to be uneconomical. Thereby, the near-wall region
may be sub-divided into three di erent areas, viscous
sub-layer, bu er layer and inertial sub-layer [19]. In
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the bu er layer, however, both turbulent and viscous
e ects are of importance [20]. Instead of trying to
model the behavior in the bu er layer, the common
practice is to place the rst near-wall node in either
the viscous sub-layer for low Reynolds number, or in
the inertial sub-layer for high Reynolds number. The
functions that bridge the near-wall region between the
wall and the rst near-wall node is linear function in
the viscous sub-layer or wall function in the inertial
sub-layer region. In the present work, we assume the
air ow in the porous region is laminar and in the
clear uid region is turbulent ow with high Reynolds
number. The nearest grid point from the wall is
assumed to be in the range of 30 < yu = < 200. The
corresponding wall function is given as follows [21]:
u
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where,  = 0:41.
The Nusselt number between the air ow and the
pipe surface under wall constant temperature will be
obtained from
qw D
Pe
Nu =
=
:
(11)
kf (Tw Tm ) Tm+ u+m
Tm is the uid average temperature, and Pe = um D=
is the Peclet number.

5. Numerical procedure
The numerical solution of the governing equations may
be accomplished by employing either of one- or twodomain approach [22,23]. One of the major diculties
of numerical solution at the interface between the
clear ow and the porous medium in the one-domain
approach is large changes of porous parameters, such
as porosity and permeability. Consequently, the model
equations require special treatment at the interface
region. Although, the experimental results of Basu
and Khalili [24] show that a one-domain approach
can provide good predictions of interfacial ow. The
interface can be either a continuous transition zone
across which the physical variables encounter possibly

strong but nevertheless continuous variations [25] or a
discontinuous interface where the physical variables are
possibly discontinuous [26-28]. Arquiset et al. [29] used
a harmonic mean formulation of the permeability, and
Poulikakos [30] used a hyperbolic tangent function to
handle the abrupt change in governing parameters.
In this study, to obtain the ow parameters in the
clear ow and the uid-saturated porous regions, the
governing equations (Eqs. (1)-(7)) along with boundary
conditions (Eqs. (9a)-(9e)) have been solved numerically in one-domain approach by nite di erence technique and SIMPLE algorithm. Discretization of the
governing equations was accomplished on the staggered
grid arrangement with uniform grid spacing in r- and
z -directions. The second order upwind di erencing
scheme was used for convection terms and the central
di erencing scheme for di usion terms. Subsequently,
the discretized linear algebraic equations for u, v and p
were solved using successive line-by-line relaxation by
tri-diagonal matrix algorithm. Either of the algebraic
equations included only three non-zero coecients.
We also used a hyperbolic tangent function to handle
the abrupt change in governing parameters including
porosity and permeability. The convergence criterion
for solution of equations was established by locally and
globally mass and energy conservations in which their
corresponding residuals were set equal to 10 6 .

6. Result and discussion
A uniform air ow enters a pipe at velocity of 3.905 m/s
and at temperature of 25 C (Figure 1). The pipe is
with diameter of 4 cm and length of 50 cm under
constant surface temperature of 35 C. The porous
material is assumed to be made of aluminum with
physical properties of  = 2770 kg/m3 , k = 177 w/m.k,
and porosity,  = 0:7. In the single domain approach,
the generalized equations (Eqs. (1)-(4)) can be used
for the porous region if f = 0,  < 1 and K = nite,
and they are reduced to the clear ow conditions if the
porous matrix disappears, that is f = 1 and K ! 1.
The single domain approach proposed by Choi and
Waller [31] and employed by Chan et al. [2] can be
used to solve the uid/porous interface problems by
appropriately changing the properties of the porous
medium in the computational domain. We used here
a hyperbolic tangent function to handle the properties
changes at the interface.

6.1. Model tests

To validate the numerical results and mesh size independency, some mesh re nement is tested. To compare
the present results with the previous works published in
open literature, some validations are accomplished. In
this regard, Figure 2 shows the fully developed pressure
gradient for four di erent mesh sizes of 6  11, 11  21,
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Figure 2. E ect of mesh re nement on fully developed
pressure gradient and data of Petukhov [32].

Figure 3. E ect of mesh re nement on fully developed

Figure 4. E ect of Darcy number on fully developed
pressure gradient vs. the porous radius.

Nusselt number and data of Gnielinski [33].

Figure 5. E ect of Darcy number on total pressure drop

2151 and 21101 as well as the data of Petukhov [32].
These results refer only to the fully developed turbulent
air ow in a clear pipe, without porous medium because
there was not any available data in open literature for
comparison with turbulent ow in the clear ow or
laminar ow in the porous region. Figure 3 depicts
the fully developed Nusselt number against Reynolds
number for di erent mesh sizes of 6  11 and 11  21 <
n < 21  101 as well as the data of Gnielinski [33].
Comparison between the present results and the data of
Petukhov and Gnielinski gives a satisfactory agreement
among them. Thereby, 21  101 computational nodes
were selected in r- and z -directions respectively for the
next numerical calculations.
Figures 4 and 5 show the e ect of Darcy number, Da = K=D2 , on the fully developed pressure
gradient at the outlet cross section of the pipe versus
the porous thickness. The pressure gradient on the
ordinate axis has been dimensionless by the inlet uid
velocity. By decreasing the Darcy number, the pressure
drop increases, because the porous medium with low
permeability resists against the uid ow. Moreover,
the e ect of Darcy number on the pressure drop is more

prominent when the porous thickness is increasing, in
particular when =R > 0:8. The reason is that the uid
is pushed towards the pipe wall and causes an increase
in the speed of the uid.
Figure 6 illustrates the e ect of porous thickness
on the fully developed axial velocity pro le in the
pipe at the outlet cross section for Da = 10 4 . The
gure indicates the velocity for ve di erent porous
thicknesses (radius), =R = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and
0.8. The velocity pro le in the clear ow region is
a turbulent ow and in the porous region is a Darcy
ow with a uniform distribution. As the thickness
of the porous medium is increasing, more uid ows
between the porous region and the pipe wall with a
maximum velocity of the uid shifts toward the surface
of wall. When =R approaches zero, the porous matrix
disappears in the pipe and the entire region is occupied
by the clear ow with a turbulent ow regime.
Figure 6 has been reproduced in Figure 7 for
Da = 10 6 . It is observed that the shape of the
velocity pro les is the same as the velocity pro les in
Figure 6. As the Darcy number decreases, the uid

vs. the porous radius.
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Figure 8. E ect of porous radius on developing Nusselt
number along the pipe for Da = 10 5 .

Figure 6. E ect of porous radius on fully developed axial
velocity of the pipe for Da = 10 4 .

Figure 9. E ect of Darcy number on fully developed
Nusselt number vs. the porous radius.

Figure 7. E ect of porous radius on fully developed axial
velocity of the pipe for Da = 10 6 .

velocity inside the porous medium decreases, while
the velocity outside the porous region increases. For
example, when the porous thickness is =R = 0:8,
the value of the uid velocity drops from 0.36 in
Figure 6 to zero in Figure 7. The decrease in the Darcy
number forces the porous medium to resists against
the uid ow. The trend of the velocity pro les in
Figures 6 and 7 of the present work are exactly the
same as the velocity pro les in Figure 8(a) and (b) of
Pavel [34] for Re = 100, Da = 10 3 and Da = 10 6 ,
respectively.
Figure 8 depicts the e ect of porous thickness
on the developing Nusselt number along the pipe for
Da = 10 5 . Either curve approaches a constant value
corresponding to their fully developed conditions in a
short thermal entrance length. In other words, the
thermal entrance length decreases when the porous

thickness increases. For instance, the thermal entrance
length decreases from about Z=L = 0:5 to 0.2 when the
porous thickness increases from =R = 0:0 to 0.8. The
enhancement of the Nusselt number can be explained
by the fact that as more uid is pushed towards the
pipe wall by the porous medium, the hydrodynamic
boundary layer thickness becomes thinner next to the
wall, and more momentum and energy uxes can
exchange therein due to the speed of the uid. This
result can be observed by the experimental data of
Pavel [35].
Figure 9 presents the e ect of Darcy number on
the fully developed Nusselt number at the outlet cross
section of the pipe. The porous thickness can increase
the Nusselt number progressively up to =R = 0:8,
then it drops sharply. The reason is that the e ect
of Darcy number is more signi cant when the porous
material is thickening and more uid is passing over
the surface wall. The gure also shows that when
=R > 0:8, a large part of the pipe, being blocked by
the porous material, results in lower ow rate and then
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the Nusselt number decreases regardless of the value of
Darcy number.

7. Conclusions
Forced convection turbulent ow and heat transfer
has been numerically investigated in a partially lled
porous pipe in a single-domain approach. The e ects
of porous thickness and Darcy number are investigated
with k " turbulent model. As the thickness of the
porous medium increases, the local Nusselt number
along the pipe approaches a constant value corresponding to its fully developed conditions in a short
thermal entrance length. In other words, the thermal
entrance length decreases when the porous thickness
increases. For instance, the thermal entrance length
decreases from about Z=L = 0:5 to 0.2 when the porous
thickness increases from =R = 0:0 to 0.8. In addition,
when the Darcy number decreases, the uid velocity
inside the porous medium decreases, while the velocity
outside the porous region increases at the expense
of a reasonable pressure drop, which depends on the
permeability of the porous matrix.

Nomenclature
Cp
CF
D
Da
G
f
h
k
K
L
Nu
p
Pe
q_
r
R
Re
T
u
v
y
z
y+
T+

Speci c heat
Forchheimer coecient
Pipe diameter
Darcy number, K=D2
Generation
Binary constant
Heat transfer coecient
Thermal conductivity, permeability
Turbulent kinetic energy
Pipe length
Nusselt number, hd=k
Pressure
Peclet number, um D=
Heat ux
Radial coordinate
Inside pipe radius
Reynolds number, um D=
Temperature
Axial velocity
Radial velocity
Measured from the wall
Axial coordinate
p
y w ==
(Tw T )Cp u =q_w

Greek letters

"






Thermal di usivity
Thickness of porous media
Turbulence dissipation rate
Porosity
Dynamic viscosity
Kinematic viscosity
Density
Shear stress

Subscripts
f
in
m
p
t
w

Fluid
Inlet
Average
Particle
Turbulent
Wall
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